
All of our dogs are sold with AKC limited registration. They also come with a Four-year health guarantee. 

If pup is being shipped by airlines that will run an additional $500 (which covers vet certificate, crate and 

shipping fee) 

 A $300 deposit -which will be applied towards your fee - will reserve your pup today!  

$300 deposit is non-refundable however, it is transferable to another litter.  

There is also the chance a planned breeding may not happen due to the female skipping a heat or just 

not taking. This is rare but, in the case that it does happen the buyer can wait for that next coming heat 

or choose to move to another breeding we have listed.  

regalnatured@yahoo.com  

Nuvet Vitamin order information:  

http://www.nuvet.com/94868  

800-474-7044 ID Code: 94868 

****************************************************************************** PET 

GUARANTEE AND SALES CONTRACT AGREEMENT  

David A. Touchet 901 N. Angelina St. Henrietta TX 76365 (herein referred to as seller)  

Buyer Print Name: _______________________________________________  

Buyer Initial: _________  

1. Seller guarantees puppy or dog to be healthy at the time of sale. Pup or dog has received a vet check 

and health certificate if being shipped.  

2. Seller guarantees that the puppy or dog has been on a set deworming program and is up to date on 

the appropriate vaccinations.  

3. Seller guarantees the puppy or dog to be free from Hip & Elbow Dysplasia in both elbows. If in any 

case an issue should arise than we would provide the buyer a new pup of equal value. Buyer would have 

to provide OFA documentation showing moderate or severe H.D and/or grade 2 elbows or above. 

However, if just one elbow is affected even a slight injury can cause elbows to fuse wrong. Genetic 

elbows are when both elbows are affected / one elbow is not covered.  

4a. For the Four-year health guarantee to be in effect. Buyer must take the pup to a veterinarian within 

72 hours of arrival if being shipped, or 72 hours of the time of pickup from seller. Buyer must also save 

receipts for at least the first 12 months to show that the dog was fed a high-quality dog food along with 

48 months of Nuvet Plus and NuJoint DS tablets. We recommend Victor, Taste of The Wild, Purina Pro 

Plan, or 4 Health. Then starting at 10 weeks with Raw Chicken Legs.  

4b. All nu-vet vitamins must be purchased through the link above with our nu-vet ID Code: 94868 so we 

can verify that you are purchasing the nu-vet vitamins. Must be purchased through our link to be valid. 

AKC papers will not be provided until this contract has been signed and sent back to us.  

http://www.nuvet.com/94868


4c. Buyer will provide the puppy with 500 mg Vitamin C chewable daily (we use fruit flavored). These 

can be purchased at Wal-Mart very cheap but you will need to keep the receipts.  

Buyer Initial _______  

5. The seller is not responsible for any vet bills at any time after the puppy leaves us. All shipping, 

delivery, and related expenses are the buyer’s responsibility.  

6. All buyers will register the dog using REGAL NATURED somewhere in the name. Example: Regal 

Natured Freyja Blue Dream or Regal Natured Achilles.  

7. It will be at the buyers choice to spay or neuter. However, if buyer does spay or neuter they must wait 

till 24 months of age or the health guarantee is void.  

8. This contract represents the dog is being sold with Limited AKC Registrations / AKC pet papers not to 

breed. If this dog is used in anyway as a breeding female or a stud Regal Natured will take legal action; A 

$3,000.00 fine per pup and dog to be returned to Regal Natured. We have many sources and many ways 

of finding out if dog is being bred to other dogs papered or not. Again, we will enforce legal action! If we 

ever find one of our dogs is being bred under a different breed such as King Shepherd or Shiloh, we will 

take legal action against the individual and against that organization.  

9. Pup cannot be registered under any other registration besides AKC.  

10. If Buyer ever decides they no longer want the dog from Regal Natured, Regal Natured must be 

contacted 1st with the opportunity to get the dog back. If Regal Natured is unable to take the dog back 

then the buyer would have to sell as a pet on limited AKC. If Regal Natured does take the dog back buyer 

will pay for shipping unless otherwise agreed upon and any refund amount would be given after 

pup/dog is returned and has been accessed, evaluated and sold by Regal Natured.  

11. If any legal issues regarding the sale of the pup were to come up, all legal documents shall be filed in 

Clay County of Henrietta Texas for buyer and seller.  

12. Buyer must sign contract and register with AKC under their name. Buyer guarantees to register the 

pup with AKC within 72 hours of getting the pup.   

Signed: ____________________________________________________(buyer)date: ________________  

Address:______________________________________________________________________________ 

City: _________________________________ State: _________________ Zip: _____________________ 

Cell Number: ________________________________Email____________________________________  

 

Signed: _____________________________________________________(seller)date:_______________ 

Regal Natured 


